FISH EMBRYOS: EPIBOLY AND EMBRYO
CULTURE

Mechanism of Epiboly
In early June, as soon as classes and exams were over, we would rent a
trailer, pack the family and the cat in the car, and off we'd go for the summer in
Woods Hole. At first, when Erik was still a babe in arms, we all squeezed into a
room in the Brick Dormitory of the MBL and ate our meals in the mess. Later,
we made less crowded arrangements. With the usual severe winters and mild
summers of the Cape Cod region, the Atlantic Ocean remained cool enough in
those days to keep the Fundulus spawning throughout June and well into July.
So, summer after summer we would have a good research season.
I returned to the MBL and to the problem of how the blastoderm at the
animal pole on top of a fish egg spreads over its large sphere of yolk during the
morphogenetic movement of epiboly. I had to pay careful attention to the
detailed anatomical features of the blastoderm and the spatial relations of the
different parts of the embryo. So, please bear with me as I describe all this in the
egg of Fundulus heteroclitus. I think this brief background description is
necessary for non-biologist readers.
During division of the blastodisc into many cells during cleavage, it
becomes subdivided into three layers (Figure 6.1). At its surface is a thin
monolayer of cells that are so tightly joined to one another that they form a tight
epithelium or envelope. For this reason, it is called the enveloping layer (EVL).
In the rich French and German literature on teleost (bony fish) development, it is
referred to as "la couche enveloppante" or "die Deckschicht." Beneath this
enveloping layer, and entirely covered by it, is a loosely bound mass of many
cells that are referred to collectively as deep cells. These deep cells form the
embryo proper during gastrulation and subsequent embryogenesis.
At the base of this deep cell population is a third layer, on which the
deep cells rest and which separates them from the yolk. This layer is a curious
and distinctive feature of teleost development. Instead of being composed of
cells, like the EVL, it is a continuous sheet of cytoplasm and nuclei with no cell
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membranes separating the nuclei. Such a collection of many cell nuclei
contained within a large mass of protoplasm, not divided into individual cells by
cell membranes, is called a syncytium. Although all multicellular animals are
composed mainly of discrete cells, each typically with one nucleus surrounded
by a small amount of cytoplasm, in fact, syncytial protoplasm is also
histologically important. For example, the major contractile part of a skeletal or
voluntary muscle fiber (cell) is a syncytium, its cytoplasm containing many
nuclei within one cell membrane, separating it from its neighbors. In the old
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Figure 6.1. Fundulus blastula above and early gastrula below.
Y, yolk; YCL, yolk cytoplasmic layer, N, nuclei; DC, deep cells;
EVL, enveloping layer; I-YSL, internal yolk syncytial layer;
P-I-YSL, prospective internal yolk syncytial layer, E-YSL, external yolk
syncytial layer; GR, germ ring; SC, segmentation cavity.
Reprinted with permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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teleost literature, the syncytial sheet at the base of the blastoderm was called the
"periblast" but, after working with it in our studies of gastrulation, we found it
made more sense to name it the yolk syncytia/layer (YSL). The YSL and the
EVL are firmly attached to each other at their margins. Thus, the YSL, beneath,
and the EVL, above, form a sort of sac enclosing the deep cells and all three
entities together form the blastoderm.
The yolk beyond and vegetal (i.e., on the yolky side) to the blastoderm
is shaped and confmed as a sphere by an exceedingly thin, contractile cytoplasmic
covering that totally lacks nuclei. We learned later that this cytoplasmic covering,
called the yolk cytoplasmic layer (YCL) is, quite remarkably, only about 2
micrometers (2 millionths of a meter) thick. It is confluent with the yolk syncytial
layer but much thinner. As the YSL expands in epiboly, the YCL concomitantly
diminishes. Since the YSL and the YCL are confluent and together surround and
contain the fluid yolk, they and the yolk form a cell that we have come to call the
yolk cell, because it is a cell, albeit a huge cell, almost 2 mm in diameter! It has a
protoplasmic surface layer, nucleated in part as the YSL, and containing an
enormous vacuole (filled with yolk).
Since the monolayered, cellular EVL exhibits neither growth nor cell
division during epiboly, it becomes thinner and thinner as the sheet expands.
Toward the end of epiboly, it is so thin that its intercellular contacts, although
constantly firm, become very difficult to see in the living embryo, even with the
best microscopy. In fact, back in the 1950s, before we had Nomarski differential
interference contrast optics (a bit of optical trickery that converts differences in
refractive index in specimens into an impression of depth with contours like a
relief map), we could not be sure of the boundaries of the EVL cells except by
examining fixed and stained preparations. The YSL also expands in epiboly and
likewise becomes increasingly thinner. The deep cells engage in the movements
of convergence and extension between the YSL and the EVL as epiboly
progresses and slowly form the embryo proper (see Chapter 11). I have bothered
you, perhaps boringly, with what may appear to be arcane and unnecessary
histological and cytological details because our studies have shown that all these
structures and their relations to each other are involved in the mechanism of
epiboly.
But how? Does each participate actively or is one layer actively epibolic
while the others are passive, with the active one pulling the others over the yolk?
With a little microsurgery with my homemade instruments, a hair loop, and
finely pointed glass needles, I found that I could sever the narrow marginal
attachment of the EVL to the YSL quite easily in mid-epiboly, when the
blastoderm has spread to the equator of the egg. I could then lift the EVL and the
large mass of deep cells clinging to it totally off the underlying YSL. As with any
detached epithelium, the EVL slowly retracted and rolled itself up into a ball,
with the deep cells inside. While watching this for the first time with fascination,
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I forgot momentarily about the rest of the egg, the YSL and the yolk cell left
behind, now bereft of the cellular components of the blastoderm. When I turned
back to the egg, something astonishing had happened. The exposed, naked YSL
seemed to have increased in area and advanced a little in epiboly.
Setting aside the rolled up ball of the EVL and deep cells, I concentrated
on the apparently expanding YSL, making camera Iucida tracings of its progress.
My first impression was correct. It was actually spreading over the yolk in
epiboly by itself and continued to spread, until it had completely covered the
yolk. It had undergone epiboly and completed it on its own, independently of
EVL and the deep cells, the cellular entities of the blastoderm! This was an
exciting and important discovery, and, I must say, quite unexpected. Who would
have thought that a lowly syncytium, showing no apparent surface motile activity
at its margins, would be able to expand linearly over such a vast distance, several
times its initial area? And, how did this "independent" expansion of the YSL
relate to the normal epiboly of an intact blastoderm?
Was the enveloping layer expanding passively, pulled over the yolk by
its attachment to an actively expanding YSL? Or, was the EVL also expanding
actively, spreading over the YSL as it expanded, coordinating its rate of
spreading with that of the underlying YSL? Solving these questions required
another experiment. I exposed part of the YSL by severing the marginal
attachment of the EVL to the YSL only half the way around the perimeter of the
egg. The cut part of the EVL margin retracted quickly, leaving about a third to a
half of the YSL exposed, indicating that the EVL is under a lot of tension. Then,
slowly, the severed, retracted margin of the EVL reattached to the YSL surface,
as the latter was spreading in epiboly, and began to spread slowly itself over the
exposed area of the YSL, gradually covering it, until it reached the YSL margin.
From that point on, the EVL and YSL continued epiboly together, both reaching
the vegetal pole and closing over the yolk at the same time. Because of these
results, I concluded that the YSL has the capacity to undergo epiboly
independently of the cellular part of the blastoderm and that the cellular part of
the blastoderm, principally the enveloping layer, also has the capacity to spread
and expand in epiboly given its normal substratum, the yolk syncytial layer. The
picture that emerged was that epiboly in Fundulus is due principally to an
independently expanding YSL surmounted by an actively spreading EVL, whose
rate of expansion is somehow precisely coordinated with that of its substratum,
the YSL.
Along with these experiments, I also studied the surface behavior of the
yolk cytoplasmic layer as it diminishes in area during epiboly. The hypothesis of
Warren Lewis proposed that epiboly of the whole blastoderm is due to its
attachment to an actively contracting YCL. If this hypothesis is valid, carbon
marks placed on the YCL should move closer to each other during epiboly. They
did not, suggesting that even though the YCL has contractile properties, it does
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not contract during epiboly and therefore is not the postulated epibolic force
pulling the blastoderm over the yolk.
I presented all these results and others in a big paper in the Journal of
Experimental Zoology and sent a reprint of it to Professor Lewis, still alive in his
eighties and active in his laboratory at the Wistar Institute in Philadelphia. In due
time, I received a long, detailed answer. Lewis complimented me on my
"devilish" experiments that had severely damaged his hypothesis but pointed out
that the spreading of the partially detached EVL over the YSL could be an
anomaly and therefore misleading. He suggested that, like any epithelium, the
retracted edge of the detached EVL would naturally tend to spread, given a
proper substratum, and thus its spreading over the YSL in my experiment could
be simply a form of epithelial wound closure, not at all related to normal epiboly.
This was a valid criticism, but at the time I didn't like it. It threw my hypothesis
into question. We scientists all too often fall in love with our hypotheses and
sometimes stubbornly stick to them, in spite of evidence to the contrary.

Exogenous Control of Development
After establishing the crucial role of the YSL in epiboly, my interest in
the mechanism of epiboly abated somewhat, mainly because I could not think of
what next steps to take in analysis of the central but puzzling independent
expansion of the YSL. Also, I had a new, unrelated idea that led to a new and
different project. It occurred to me that, with my technique of severing the
marginal attachment of the EVL to the YSL, I had a means of freeing the cellular
part of the blastoderm completely from its nutritional source, the yolk. Therefore
I was able to study the role of various compounds in early embryonic
development by culturing such isolated, yolk-free blastoderms in media of
known chemical constitution. My interest in such a project was certainly
influenced in part by the work of Nelson Spratt, my former roommate in
Baltimore. Spratt had been studying this problem in isolated chick blastoderms,
but I figured that the isolated Fundulus blastoderm would give cleaner results
because it can be so neatly separated from both the YSL and the yolk. The
differentiation of isolated blastoderms had also been studied in other fish eggs:
in Fundulus by Jane Oppenheimer at Yale, in the goldfish by T.C. Tung in
Peking, and in the trout and pike by Charles Devillers in Paris. In each of these
studies, however, the cellular blastoderm was not clearly separated from the
underlying yolk syncytial layer, hence a little yolk may have been included with
the isolate, rendering interpretation of their findings ambiguous.
The background inspiration for this project actually came from courses
I took as a student. I was thoroughly exposed at Wesleyan and Johns Hopkins to
the brilliant work on microorganisms cultured in chemically defined media,
where by controlled changes in the media it was possible to unravel the relations
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to metabolism and growth of many exogenously required compounds. This
approach would not be useful in the study of the role of yolk-derived factors in
the development of, say, amphibians and sea urchins because in these embryos
the yolk is contained endogenously within each cell. By contrast, however, such
an approach might well be rewarding in eggs like that of Fundulus, where the
embryo derives its nutrients exogenously from the subjacent yolk mass. The
hope was that by varying the constituents of the media we might not only study
the role of various exogenous factors in total development but also possibly elicit
organ-specific shifts in development, as in contemporary stem-cell research.
Since this project would require large numbers of cultured blastoderms,
I needed assistance. At first Mike Bennett came to Woods Hole to help and then
David Prescott, a new graduate student, but soon after both of them left the
country-Mike to study at Oxford and Dave to wander and do farm work in
England and Western Europe. I helped Dave get back into science by suggesting
that he look up my friend Erik Zeuthen at the Carlsberg Laboratory in
Copenhagen. This worked out well and soon he showed up at Woods Hole where
I introduced him to Daniel Mazia. Dan took him on as a graduate student at
Berkeley where he shone brilliantly. Dave then continued on a distinguished
career as a cell biologist at Brookhaven National Laboratory and then at the
University of Colorado, where he has been ever since. We had good times
together playing around with Fundulus eggs in the lab initiating the project,
boozing it up in the Cap'n K.iddjust down the street, got in some solid beaching,
but made just a start on the research. The serious and productive part of the
investigation came later, from a few summers of collaboration with Jan Drake,
who continued coming to Woods Hole in the summer after he had graduated from
Yale College while he did his graduate studies in molecular genetics at Cal Tech.
Jan and I began this research with considerable enthusiasm. We had an excellent
and important problem before us-study the role of defined chemical factors in
early morphogenesis. We had beautiful material to work with, were expert at the
required operations and had the energy and optimism of youth. And, we had
antibiotics, suddenly available after the War. This meant no worry about the
frequent contamination of cultures that plagued earlier embryologists working
with amphibian and fish material and rendered most of their operations useless.
As we hoped and expected, isolated, early gastrula blastoderms did not
show cellular differentiation or morphogenesis in non-nutrient physiological salt
solution-Holtfreter solution (a dilute version of mammalian Ringer solution
used for amphibians), except for a small number that formed what appeared to
be a rudimentary neural tube. The next step was to add an energy-rich carbon
source, glucose. This stimulated quite a lot of morphogenesis in most
blastoderms. They looked like little embryos, with head-tail axiation, a
rudimentary spinal cord and brain, optic vesicles (embryonic eyes), a
rudimentary gut, a few somites and occasionally an otocyst (precursor of the
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inner ear), but no heart. We also got this degree of differentiation by culturing in
a number of other simple metabolites, like cysteine, alanine, pyruvate and
a.-ketoglutarate. These were certainly interesting results, demonstrating
conclusively that we could stimulate development in isolated blastoderms by
adding simple energy and carbon sources. There were two caveats, however.
First, these little embryos developed harmoniously; no organ system seemed to
be favored over any other. These nutrients apparently supplied some of the
nonspecific carbon and energy sources necessary for early development of
anlagen already in place but nothing organ-specific. Secondly, the
morphogenesis of these little explanted embryos was far behind that of control
normal embryos developing at the same time in the intact egg, in both length and
breadth. In addition, the control embryos had beating hearts and circulation.
Clearly, normal epiboly, which of course these explants lacked, and whatever
factors the blastoderm had already received from the yolk via the yolk syncytial
layer prior to explantation are essential for advanced early embryogenesis.
We couldn't replace epiboly in our explants but we could try to see if an
enriched, synthetic tissue culture medium would promote further development.
Our attempts were made a few years before the elaboration of various synthetic
media for tissue culture so we had no choice but try the only one available, White
medium. This we did and it indeed encouraged more advanced morphogenesismore somites, a more advanced central nervous system, a gut and a pronephros,
some pigment cells, etc., but still no heart and circulation. In sum, in spite of the
enriched medium, the differentiation of the blastoderms was defmitely quite
stunted in comparison with that of control embryos of intact eggs.
Another important difference between the explanted blastoderms and
normal embryos was their size. The explants did not grow, even in White medium.
There was no increase in mass, as in normal embryos, which increased greatly in
mass during the same period. We could not explain the lack of growth in our
explanted blastoderms but were aware of a small but fascinating literature
showing that artificially increasing the mass of embryonic primordia in tissue
culture by fusing a few together and thereby reducing their surface-volume ratio
often enhanced their differentiation. For example, my friends Clifford Grobstein
and Edgar Zwilling had recently demonstrated this so-called mass effect on
differentiation by fusing pieces of chick blastoderms together in culture. So we
tried this approach, fusing two Fundulus blastoderms together before culturing
them. This did spur their development, as judged by an increase in somite number,
but not much, perhaps because after their initial fusion, the two blastoderms
separated partially, forming two little attached embryos, rather than one big one.
Accordingly, there was no significant decrease in surface-volume ratio.
It had also been shown that simply crowding embryonic primordia in
culture without fusion improved their development by some kind of positive
feedback mechanism [stimulation of an activity of a system by its own
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product(s)]. Apparently, the cultured blastoderms were giving something useful
to each other. This suggested to us that our blastoderms might likewise develop
better if we crowded them, e.g., 10 in a given volume of medium in a culture
vessel instead of one. Indeed, they did develop better, a little. But what could
these crowded blastoderms be giving each other? Whatever it was it must be
diffusible and soluble in water. Our first thought was of carbon dioxide (C02), a
universal product of aerobic metabolism. To test this hypothesis, we needed a lot
more blastoderms. With what turned out to be an outstanding piece of good luck,
Peggy Cranston, then a graduate student in entomology at Harvard, showed up
at that moment looking for a part-time summer job. This young woman said she
was good with her hands, and she surely was. In no time she learned the difficult
technique of removing the chorionic membrane from the eggs and then the
cellular part of the blastoderm from the yolk syncytial layer. I am proud of my
operating ability, but she was much better. Anyway, Peggy enabled us to do the
crowding-C02 experiment. She would cheerfully and rapidly dechorionate eggs
and provide us with the extra blastoderms we needed and then as quickly be off
to the beach or at sea on a boat.
Without going into details of the crowding, adding C02, eliminating
C02, and the controls, the experiment was a success. We demonstrated that
crowding enhances differentiation and that the positive feedback factor in the
crowding was clearly C02. This small foray into ecological embryology was of
interest and suggested that C02 might be a feedback factor in nature in systems
where crowding enhances differentiation, as in clutches of eggs developing close
together under confined conditions. Inasmuch as C02 is a simple metabolite, it
may only be satisfying a general requirement for the living process, perhaps by
participating metabolically in the Krebs cycle or in an intracellular buffering
system. Thus, its significance for the differentiation of tissues is probably
nonspecific and, in consequence, is less interesting for an embryologist seeking
specific chemical factors influencing organogenesis and histogenesis.
The results of our research on isolated blastoderms in chemically
defined media, though falling short of our initial expectations, nevertheless
merited publication. We published our results in two papers in which we reported
our findings in detail and, because of their variation, with appropriate statistical
analysis of their significance. We also discussed at some length the various
factors that may have stood in the way of obtaining a higher and more selective
degree of differentiation, such as low permeability of the outer surface of the
enveloping layer. About 15 years later I was involved in a collaboration with
Mike Bennett, by then on the faculty of the Albert Einstein College of Medicine,
and another Woods Hole pal, Philip Dunham (of Syracuse University). We found
that the whole Fundulus egg surface, EVL and YCL, has very high electrical
resistance (low permeability) and is even only slightly permeable to water. We
showed the latter by exposing eggs to radioactive, (tritiated) water. Very little
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isotope penetrated. In view of these unambiguous determinations, it seems
unlikely that much of the constituents of our defmed White medium penetrated
the isolated blastoderms. These studies on permeability fit into an interesting
story that I will tell later on, when I return to epiboly.
Admittedly, we were rather naive to think that small molecules such as
simple metabolites and amino acids could have organ-specific effects, but not
entirely so. Certain other small molecules have profound organ-specific effects
on differentiation along with their general effects. The steroid sex hormones,
estradiol and testosterone, are responsible for the differentiation of the female
and male sexual apparatus, respectively, during embryogenesis, along with their
general effects on secondary sexual anatomical characters and sexual behavior.
Notably, estradiol has a well-established effect on melanoblast differentiation.
Thyroxine, also a small molecule, influences the differentiation of feather
structure and pigmentation in the Brown Leghorn, along with its well-known
effects on general metabolism. Now, however, many years later, it seems that the
molecules that control early morphogenesis in organ-specific ways at the stages
we are examining are all large molecules. These various inductors, or "growth
factors," were discovered in the 1980s and 1990s and now, in the new century,
are major subjects of embryological research. We were culturing fish
blastoderms in the early 1950s, obviously working on this problem well before
its time had arrived (as indeed were those seeking the chemical nature of the
organizer back in the 1930s and 1940s).
As our studies on the differentiation of isolated Fundulus blastoderms
were winding down, we were satisfied that we had conclusively nailed down C02
as the crowding factor but were disappointed that all our cultured blastoderms had
differentiated far less than normal control embryos. But that's OK. We loved
doing the research. There was the excitement of the original idea and of having
more ideas as the work progressed. We also enjoyed the comradeship in planning,
the joy of craftsmanship, working with beautiful material that we knew how to
handle, and getting answers that satisfied our curiosity. I should not to forget to
mention the little, ordinary pleasures like stripping eggs from really ripe female
fish at the height of the spawning season and the flow of good sperm. "The eggs
this morning are really nice." It is always a challenge trying to write good papers
for publication and in them evaluating the significance of the results, and when
our papers were fmished and published we liked them. They were honest, clear,
thoughtful and critical. I have just reread them after over 40 years and still like
them. The point is that the whole process of research from beginning to end can
be thoroughly enjoyable, as it was for us, contrary to a popular impression that
scientific research consists mainly of heavy planning, hard, long hours at the
bench and nerve-wrecking frustration at failures, all to be justified fmally by the
excitement of discovery at the end. The exploratory process of research is a joy in
itself, even when the end results are disappointing.
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In addition, I had a great collaborator in the indefatigable Jan Drake. He
still has enormous energy and spirit and high motivation for getting somewhere
in his research. There were no little psychological hang-ups in this guy. It is no
exaggeration to say that we more or less constantly had fun together those
summers, inside and outside the lab.
Our lab at the MBL was still the Yale Lab, where I first started studying
Fundulus development during my first summer after leaving Hopkins, room 323
on the third, top floor of the Crane Building, looking south at the harbor and the
Islands. Herring gulls wheeling over the harbor and swinging toward the
laboratory would suddenly soar, shooting up just in front of us as they avoided
the building. One day, as I was looking out, dreaming, watching the gulls, one of
them let fly a big fecal bomb precisely as it soared to avoid the building. It hit
our other window dead center, leaving a big white splotch. If the window had
been open, as it often was, it would have splattered Jan just as he was moving a
blastoderm from one dish to another. We left the splotch right there for the rest
of the summer as evidence of the chance we took in opening a window.
We didn't pay much attention to the people in other labs on our floor,
but our next door neighbor called our attention to his presence early in the
summer. At frequent but erratic intervals a soft, deep-throated, purring motor
would start up in his lab and then suddenly stop only to start up again soon. Our
neighbor turned out to be the eminent neurophysiologist, K.C. Cole, inventor of
the voltage clamp, an important boon to research on the function of nerves. What
we heard from his lab was Cole's humming. It went right through the locked
connecting door and was a real conversation stopper.

Fun and Games at Woods Hole
We spent a fair amount of time in the Cap'n Kidd, some of almost every
evening with various friends. On one such occasion I claimed that I could
dechorionate Fundulus eggs even when drunk, holding up my steady hand for
confirmation. I was immediately challenged. So, after a few bottles of our usual
Dawson's Ale (the cheapest available) and satisfactorily inebriated, I went back
to the lab and dechorionated a few eggs. I could do it, if I concentrated intensely.
But I noticed something interesting. When I screwed up, as I often do normally,
I wasn't annoyed. I didn't care. That's one of the reasons we drink! We even tried
culturing blastoderms in beer. It did not work, too acidic. Occasionally,
especially in the morning, our uncontrolled hand movements under the
microscope were quite annoying. We first tried to take care of the problem by
omitting coffee from our morning regimen but eventually solved it by titrating
any caffeine in our system with measured amounts of beer.
Among our friends was a certain lanky, relaxed geneticist named
Franklin Stahl, a housemate of Jan at Cal Tech, who later, with Mathew
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Meselson, performed the beautiful Meselson-Stahl experiment that validated the
semi-conservative theory of DNA replication. This important and elegant
experiment showed conclusively that when double-stranded DNA replicates, the
two complementary strands separate and then serve as templates for the synthesis
of complementary strands, rather than say by complete disassembly and then
reassembly of both strands. Because of the general shortage of money and a
desire for a central, pleasant place for the cocktail hour, Frank and Jan came up
with a neat idea and established a cut-rate canteen on the lawn beneath a
spreading tree between Kidder House and Old Main Lab, just across the street
from the Brick Laboratory. This became the famous "Gin and Tonic Tree." "I'll
see you on the lawn under the Gin and Tonic Tree." There we would all sit on the
grass, wander around, imbibe and talk. Much of the talk was of the so-called
"New Biology." There was defmite intellectual excitement in the air those years.
This was 1954-55, just after the advent of the Watson-Crick model of the doublehelical structure of DNA.
It has often been said that Woods Hole is a summer paradise for
children (of all ages). It certainly was for my family. Some of my best memories
as a father, along with reading to my children at bedtime, are playing in the sun,
sea, and sand with them at Woods Hole. We went mostly to Stony Beach on
Buzzards Bay because it is a quick walking distance from the lab and its waters
are shallow and mostly calm, ideal for young kids. We also went to Nobska
Beach under the lighthouse on Vineyard Sound, with its beautiful, typical, Cape
Cod sandy beach. Our children, all three of them-Gregor, Tanya, and Eriklearned to swim at an early age and were at home in the water, making for more
horsing around.
After crowding four of us in 1948, and five in 1949, into a single
dormitory room, we decided that we needed more space. Fortunately, it came our
way in a big chunk. I learned that as a new member of the MBL Corporation, I
was entitled to buy a plot of MBL land. After some exploration of the woods
around the MBL, Galya and I decided to take advantage of this extraordinary
land deal. In August, 1949, we bought a small plot (about a third of an acre) on
a street in the woods that was just being cut-F.R. Lillie Road (named after the
eminent embryologist and former long-time Director of the MBL). Our lot cost
us $700.00! On this land, back in the woods hidden from the road, we erected a
very small house, a sort of shanty, resting on a huge rock. We planned the house
ourselves and made sure to have a big living room (for parties) and a big
fireplace (for those cool evenings in June). Now our children had not only the
beaches for play but the woods as well, climbing the big beech tree by the rock
and building huts out in the woods. That was certainly one of the smartest
decisions of my young life and the site of many a fine soiree ever since.
These soirees usually occurred Saturday evenings and were generally
crowded. There was nothing formal about them. We would invite people as the
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generally understood that these parties were BYO (Bring Your Own). Galya and
I certainly didn't have enough spare mazuma from my Yale salary to entertain
large crowds frequently. Most people we knew were in the same boat. I would
supply lots of ice from the lab and turn on the record player. These parties got to
be so popular that often complete strangers showed up, usually friends of friends.
"Are you going to the Trinks' tonight?" Jan Drake was, of course, a regular.
James Dewey Watson reported in Genes, Girls, and Gamow (Knopf, 2002, pg.
86) that he didn't think much of one of those parties because not much planning
went into them. He is a brilliant scientist but I can't say that I remember much
about him at those parties. Maybe he didn't think much of those parties because
he, unlike some others there, didn't "get lucky." All these parties were fun. It was
summer! It was Woods Hole! And, we were all happy to celebrate our good
fortune. I've been told that many an amorous affair sprouted from contacts made
in that little shack on F.R. Lillie Road. Wonderful! It is a fact that we sometimes
heard people thrashing around in the underbrush late at night. Probably not Jim
Watson though.
During the same epoch, the 1950s, our children were still young and
couldn't be left unsupervised, even for a short time. As many Woods Hole
parents know, getting a baby sitter there in the summer is often difficult. The
potential sitters were likely in the lab or out having a good time in some other
way. One day we solved that problem by hitting on a great solution that was both
easy and cheap: ask a friend if he'd like to spend the evening in our house with
a companion, keeping an eye on the children. This solution became so popular
that we had friends ask, "Do you by chance need a baby sitter tonight?" Jan
Drake sat frequently and Jim Watson once, with a "girl," of course.
From 1953 to 1957, I took a week off from research to teach fish
development as a member of the staff of the Embryology Course. Although it
came in the middle of the Fundulus season and took valuable time from our
work, I really enjoyed it. It was a special joy to be lecturing on an area of
embryology of intimate familiarity and there were always more than a few
excellent students in the class who gave feedback. I also had some interesting
fellow staff members, like Meryl Rose, Ed Zwilling, Nelson Spratt, Maurice
Sussman and Mac Edds.
It was while teaching in the Embryology Course that I started a brief
tradition at the annual picnic at Tarpaulin Cove. I would take my children, then
about 5-8 years old, down the beach to search for buried pirate treasure. They told
some other kids and off we went. They all loved it and reminded me of it the next
summer. The morning of the picnic, they and their friends would show up at the
boat all set, fully equipped with shovels and hoes and excitement. I would draw a
map on the boat trip to Tarpaulin Cove, making sure to sign it in my own blood
"W K" (for the notorious pirate, William Kidd). (Figure 6.2) When we reached
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Tarpaulin they waited impatiently while I stocked myself with a quart of cold beer
and then, map in hand, we took off, me leading the way. Some adults called me
the Pied Piper or Peter Pan. Soon we found where X marked the spot, "5 paces
from the 3rd rock toward the big oak tree" and they dug. And they dug. When a
piece of waterlogged wood appeared they'd bring it to me wide-eyed. "Let's see
if it sinks," I would say. It sank. "Then it must be teak, maybe part of the treasure
chest!" More digging. Soon the hole was some hole, so deep the littlest kids
couldn't climb out. The big ones helped them out then the tots jumped back in
again. What blast! I don't know who enjoyed it the most, my little pals or myself.
Just recently I bumped into Jack Rose, one of those kids, and the first thing that
came to his mind after all the many years was "The Treasure Hunt."
'•

6.2. Cap'n William Kidd's Treasure map. The spots on the lower right are
dried drops of the author's blood.

I cannot leave this account of those crazy summers in Woods Hole
without mentioning a concoction that came to be known as Trinkaus solution
(TS). (After all, there was Ringer solution, Holtfreter solution and Steinberg
solution, so why shouldn't there be a Trinkaus solution?) After frequent
complaints that it would be nice to have some mixed drinks at our class parties
instead of the usual beer and coke, I came up with an unoriginal but rousingly
successful idea. From somebody somewhere I had learned of a more potent way
of making the customarily genteel wine punch. The secret formula was 8 parts
sauterne, 4 parts gin, 1 part brandy- scrimping on brands in favor of price-and
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lots of ice (from the Physiology Course, naturally). To our untutored tastes it was
deceptively smooth; it sort of "snuck up" on you. At one of those lethal punch
parties the enthusiastic group singing became so spontaneous that some
participants ended up singing to themselves and Mike (Deforest) Mellon, one of
my Yale Zoo 23 veterans taking the Embryology Course, finished up drinking
some punch from his sneaker.
After another one of those parties a bunch of us crashed a typically
sedate, staid party at the MBL Club, which, I must say, we enlivened with
considerable noise and gaiety. Incidentally, Trinkaus solution was sometimes
referred to as Trinkaus reagent, principally by physiologists.
In addition to these fun and games parties there was another evening
occasion in Woods Hole that in a different way was just as much fun, gatherings
to discuss some new discovery or new equipment, often spur of the moment. The
wonderful informal intellectual life of Woods Hole! One of these in the early
1950s stands out for me. We had all heard with much interest about a new
microscope invented in Holland by Fritz Zemicke called the phase-contrast
microscope. Its optics improved the contrast of structures within and on the
surface of living cells so much that one could see structures in living cells better
and more accurately. Heretofore, these structural details could be observed only
in dead, artifact-ridden, fixed material. Kenneth Cooper of Princeton, one of
Franz Schrader's prized students at Columbia, had gotten a copy of Zemicke's
original time-lapse movie ofliving grasshopper chromosomes in meiosis viewed
with phase-contrast optics. He projected it for a select group of us one evening
in one of the apartments of the MBL Apartment House. It was an unforgettable
experience- living chromosomes, jostling and moving toward the poles before
our eyes, as black and obvious as if they had been fixed and then stained with
good old Heidenhain iron hematoxylin (a widely-used, old-fashioned stain for
nuclei and chromosomes)! This was the excitement of post-war technologyfirst readily available radioisotopes and antibiotics and now powerful new optics,
all of which were to become invaluable me in my own research. Zemicke was
later awarded the Nobel Prize for his outstanding invention.

